
OptiOns 
fOr 

everyone



We’re baby 
experts

We have more than 30 years’ 
experience of working to ensure 
babies grow healthy and happy.

Millions of parents 
trust us

Parents have made us leaders in feeding 
bottle and baby dummy sales in 

Spanish pharmacies*

our products are 
“Made in eu” / We are european

Our products are made in Spain. 
Soothers and bottles made in the 

European Community! 

backed by pediatric 
dentists 

The Spanish Society of Pediatric Dentistry, 
in its constant desire to achieve excellence, 

supports our research, design and manufacturing 
processes, as well as the quality controls we 

subject Suavinex soothers and teats to.

fashionable 
and trendy

Our bottles and soothers always present 
the most innovative designs (according 

to chemists and consumers). Each 
season we introduce changes in our 

collections, which have gone from being 
simple childcare accessories to genuine 

fashion items.

We have options 
for everyone

Parents can choose from a range of designs, 
sizes, materials and functions. This host of 
possibilities allows us to deliver our prime 

objective: to guarantee the wellbeing of the 
most demanding babies, and also, to grant 

parents peace of mind. 

Grade a 
safety

We are members of the Child Use and 
Care Articles Committee, the institution 

in charge of drawing up standards for 
childcare articles in Europe. Therefore, 

our products stand for top quality, 
safety and trust.
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super 
thin

2 
units

the fastest, most hygienic 
and quietest way to express 
milk effortlessly.  press the 
lever softly and rhythmically 
to create an expression rate 
that imitates the suction 
rhythm of breastfeeding. 
Compatible with all 
suavinex wide neck bottles.

its high absorption 
capacity expresses excess 
milk easily. its anatomical 

shape guarantees it adapts 
perfectly to the breast. 

the ideal option when suffering 
from irritation or broken skin on 
nipples caused by nursing, given 
that the thin odourless silicone 
protects the breast without 
bothering the baby.  nipple 
shields also come in handy 
to correct flat, withdrawn or 
inverted nipples, since they fit 
over the breast making it easier 
for the newborn to latch on. 

these pads absorb milk 
leakage, keeping the breast 
area dry and preventing wet 
clothing. 
their anatomical and 
extra-thin format makes them 
imperceptible under clothing. 
they stick easily to the bra 
thanks to an adhesive strip.

comes in 
practical 

2 unit 
bags

1.

1.

2.

2.

Breastfeeding is often combined with other activities and 
responsibilities. Nowadays, mothers work, care for their 
family, they’re always on the go, and they still find the 

time to look after themselves. That’s highly commendable! 
Furthermore, they also often want to make other 

important people share the experience of feeding the baby.

Suavinex offers a range of breastfeeding products 
meticulously designed to cater for this lifestyle. 

breastfeedinG

-01-

“we’re here for 
new families”

our desiGns are influenced by the 
experience of thousands of Mothers 
Our products cover each and every need that mothers 
may encounter during this stage.

inspired by the Mother’s breasts
Our products adapt perfectly to the anatomy of 
the breast, to provide a more comfortable and easy 
breastfeeding experience. 

intuitive and easy to clean 
Our products are very easy to use and to clean, which 
makes life a lot easier for parents.

1. Manual breast puMp ref.3351293
2. Milk puMp ref.3304113+0m

silicone nipple shields 2 units ref.304105+0m

1. breast pads 60 units ref.3182126
2. breast pads 28 units ref.3182125  +0msuper

absorbent

Maximun
transpiration

Hygienic and
anti-bacterial

0%
BISPHENOL A Vacuum 

regulator 
valve

stimulating 
anatomical cup

www.suavinex.com

SILICONE

07. breastfeedinG



Not only are our feeding bottles, soothers and accessories 
comfortable and safe, they are also a fashionable feature for 

trendy babies.

Choose a soother, a clip and a baby bottle from the 
same collection and combine them. 

Our designs go together as twin sets!

feedinG bottles 
+ soothers + clips

-02-
09. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips

“fashion 
& innovation”

www.suavinex.com



Anatomical teat
0-6m /+6m

round
teat

anatoMical
teat

Slow flow teat
+0m

Baby food teat
+4m

3 position teat
+0m

· A host of options: the only company to offer 
the possibility of choosing between anatomical 
and round teats in latex or silicone.

· Guaranteed by the Spanish Society for 
Pediatric Dentistry (SEOP)

· With anti-colic valves

· Fashionable and trendy. The designs and 
colours match a range of soothers and clips.

· BPA free

Remember these are 
indicative guidelines. 
Babies develop at 
different speeds.

siZe 1 one siZesiZe 2

0-6m +6mMediuM floWM

+0m0-6msloW floWs

+6m +4mdense floWl

+0m3 position 
floW 3p

GuiDE
In terms of the 
shape and flow 
of the teat

suavinex 
helps you

ideal for the first days of the 
newborn’s life. 

makes suction easier for babies 
eating thicker food, such as baby 
food and milk with cereals.

rotate the bottle to control 
the flow of liquid depending 
on the baby’s needs or the type 
of food. 

available in two different sizes  
and a range of flow options,  the 
shape mimics the mother’s breast 
during  suction.

sMall

larGe

sMall MediuM larGe

www.suavinex.com

“the favourite 
bottles among 
babies”

GuiDE
Depending 
on the age 
of the baby

11. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips
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3 positions
3 flows

in 1! 

perfect
for thicker

foods

1. 2.

1. 2.

siZE 1s
perfect for 
newborns

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

perfect
for

newborns

siZE 2L
perfect for 

thicker foods

anti-spill

1. 2.

1. Wide neck sloW floW latex teat 2 units ref.3153002
2. Wide neck sloW floW silicone teat 2 units ref.3800150+0m

1. Wide neck baby food latex teat 2 units ref.3150388
2. Wide neck baby food silicone teat 2 units ref.3800151+4m

silicone non-spill spout ref.3157844+6m

Round
Anti-colic
valve

Anti-colic
valve

1. Wide neck anatoMical latex teat siZe 1 s 2 units ref.3156848
2. Wide neck anatoMical latex teat siZe 1 M 2 units ref.3156850
3. Wide neck anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 s 2 units ref.3800145
4. Wide neck anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M 2 units ref.3800146

5. Wide neck anatoMical latex teat siZe 2 M 2 units ref.3156852
6. Wide neck anatoMical latex teat siZe 2 l 2 units ref.3156790
7. Wide neck anatoMical silicone teat siZe 2 M 2 units ref.3800147
8. Wide neck anatoMical silicone teat siZe 2 l 2 units ref.3800148

0-6m

+6m

1. Wide neck 3 position latex teat 2 units ref.3265107
2. Wide neck 3 position silicone  teat 2 units ref.3801102+0m

Anti-colic
valveAnatomical

SILICONE

SILICONESILICONE

Round
Anti-colic
valve

SILICONE

Round
Anti-colic
valve

SILICONE

13. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips
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www.suavinex.com

Types of soothers 
and teats, 
by age

www.suavinex.com

ANATOMICAL 
SOOTHER

BASIC 
SOOTHER 

FUSION 
SOOTHER 

EVOLUTION 
SOOTHER 

PREMIUM 
SOOTHER 

DENTAL 
SOOTHER

0-6m / +6m / +12m

0-6m / +6m / +12m

-2-4m / +4m / +12m

anatoMical physioloGical

-2-4m / +4m 

+0m

0-6m / +6m

0-4m / +4m / +12m

· A whole range of soother models to choose 
from: anatomical and physiological teat in 
latex or silicone.

· Guaranteed by the Spanish Society for 
Pediatric Dentistry (SEOP)

· Fashionable and trendy. 

· BPA free

“best selling 
soothers 
in Spain”

GuiDE

15. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips



Wide neck bottle 150ml With anatoMical latex teat siZe 1 M ref.3156849
Wide neck bottle 270ml With anatoMical latex teat siZe 1 M ref.3156853
Wide neck bottle 150ml With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M ref.3800141
Wide neck bottle 270ml With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M ref.3800142

Wide neck bottle 360ml With anatoMical latex teat siZe 2 M ref.3156854
Wide neck bottle 360ml With anatoMical latex teat siZe 2 l ref.3156855
Wide neck bottle 360ml With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 2 M ref.3800143
Wide neck bottle 360ml With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 2 l ref.3800144

0-6m

+6m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

www.suavinex.com

the teats mimic the shape 
of the nipple during suction. 

the dyes are completely 
non-toxic and harmless for 

the baby.

anatoMical latex 1 unit ref.3302679
anatoMical silicone 1 unit ref.38010650-6m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

anatoMical latex 1 unit ref.3302703
anatoMical silicone 1 unit ref.3801096+6m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

anatoMical teat
bAsiC COLLECtiOn

baby bottle with anatomical teat 
+ anatomical soother 
+ round soother clip

0%
BISPHENOL A

AnatomicalAnti-colic
valve

SILICONE

SILICONE

+6m anatoMical latex 2 units ref.3212046
anatoMical silicone 2 units ref.3801058

SILICONE

SILICONE
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0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

+12m anatoMical silicone 2 units ref.3800236

SILICONE



Combine them with 
soothers and bottles from 
the same collection.

0%
BISPHENOL A

round soother chain With clip ref.3153792+0m

anatoMical soother latex 1 unit + soother chain With clip ref.3157184
anatoMical soother silicone 1 unit + soother chain With clip ref.3801431+0m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical SILICONE

www.suavinex.com
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www.suavinex.com

Wide neck bottle 150ml With 3 position latex teat ref.3154737
Wide neck bottle 270ml With 3 position latex teat ref.3154738
Wide neck bottle 360ml With 3 position latex teat ref.3154735
Wide neck bottle 150ml With 3 position silicone teat ref.3800057
Wide neck bottle 270ml With 3 position silicone teat ref.3800055
Wide neck bottle 360ml With 3 position silicone teat ref.3800056+0m
Wide neck bottle 360ml With baby food latex teat ref.3154736+4m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Round
Anti-colic
valve

the small ring and the 
innovative shape minimise 

contact with the baby’s skin 
and harmonise with the 

baby’s face. 

fusion anatoMical teat latex 1 unit ref.3340073
fusion anatoMical teat silicone 1 unit ref.3801232

fusion physioloGical teat latex 1 unit ref.3318072
fusion physioloGical teat silicone 1 unit ref.3801218

2-4m

2-4m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

+12m fusion anatoMical teat latex 2 units ref.3153169

fusion anatoMical teat latex 1 unit ref.3340074
fusion anatoMical teat silicone 1 unit ref.3801249

fusion physioloGical teat latex 1 unit ref.3318070
fusion physioloGical teat silicone 1 unit ref.3801225

+4m

+4m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Physiological

round  teat
bAsiC COLLECtiOn

baby bottle with 3-position teat 
+ fusion soother 

+ oval soother clip

Combine them with 
soothers and bottles 
from the same collection.

oval soother chain With clip ref.3150731+0m
0%
BISPHENOL A

SILICONE

perfect 
for 

newborns

SILICONE

0%
BISPHENOL A SILICONE

21. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips

Anatomical

PhysiologicalAnatomical



with
symmetrical

teat

the flat, symmetrical teat is 
always correctly placed over 

the mouth, with minimal 
pressure on the palate.

basic latex 1 unit ref.3393108
basic silicone 1 unit ref.3801089+0m

practical clip with a 
reversible textile design 
that fastens to clothes. 
Combine it with 
Comfort soothers.

textile
ribbon

+0m
0%
BISPHENOL A

Encourages correct 
development of the 

mouth and teeth thanks 
to the innovative silicone 
wings that prevent poor 
occlusion and distribute 

pressure in the jaw.

silicone dental soother With WinGs 1 unit ref.3167192

silicone dental soother With WinGs 1 unit ref.3167193

0-6m
+6m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

Extra thin 
with wings

silicone dental soother With WinGs + soother clip With ribbon ref.3167194+6m

ensures 
correct 

development 
of the mouth 

and teeth

textile
ribbon

silicone
wings 

niGht & day latex 2 units ref.3167107+6m

glows in 
the dark

breaks down into 2 individual 
soother cases that can be 
used separately.

Hang it on the buggy or 
store it in the care bag to 

keep the soothers clean until 
they are next used.

2 in 1!

0%
BISPHENOL A

0%
BISPHENOL A

Physiological SILICONE

SILICONE

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

Extra thin 
with wings

SILICONE

ensures 
correct 

development 
of the mouth 

and teeth

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

23. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips
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soother clip With ribbon ref.3162899 

duo soother holder ref.3154684+0m



simply
brilliant

0%
BISPHENOL A

ROSE 
ET 

BLEU

the protective 
system prevents 

irritation and rubbing 
produced by excess 

saliva accumulating 
in the delicate 
perioral area.

ROSE 
ET 

BLEU

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anatomical

evolution pink silicone 1 unit ref.3800173
evolution blue silicone 1 unit ref.38001740-6m
evolution pink silicone 2 units ref.3800175
evolution blue silicone 2 units ref.3800176+6m

Wide neck bottle 150ml  With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M pink ref.3800169
Wide neck bottle 150ml  With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M blue ref.3800170
Wide neck bottle 270ml  With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M pink ref.3800171
Wide neck bottle 270ml  With anatoMical silicone teat siZe 1 M blue ref.3800172+0m

perfect for 
newborns

ROSE 
ET 

BLEU

www.suavinex.com

Rose et Bleu is a Suavinex range 
in shades of pale pink and blue. 
The jewel soother clip is always 
a hit and looks great with any 

outfit for a classic yet 
striking look.

rOsE
Et bLEu

0%
BISPHENOL A

Anti-colic
valve

SILICONE

SILICONE

Anatomical

JeWel soother clip pink ref.3159537
JeWel soother clip blue ref.3159538+0m
soother holder pink ref.3800545
soother holder blue ref.3800546+0m

25. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips



www.suavinex.com

Our top-end range combine high-tech 
materials with finishes inspired by the 

latest trends in jewellery. Transparencies, 
chrome-plating and exquisitely designed 
gold appliqué in the Suavinex BPA-free 

Premium range.

HAutE
COuturE

Completely bpA free, 
the symmetrical 

design of the flat 
medical-grade 

silicone teat means 
it is always correctly 

positioned in the 
baby’s mouth.

0%
BISPHENOL A

Physiological

high-tech
materials

150ml Wide neck bottle With 3 position silicone teat ref.3162101 
270ml Wide neck bottle With 3 position silicone teat ref.3162102 
360ml Wide neck bottle With 3 position silicone teat ref.3173346+0m

high-tech
materials

SILICONE

0%
BISPHENOL A

Round
Anti-colic
valve

SILICONE

0%
BISPHENOL A

Physiological

high-tech
materials

SILICONE

physioloGical preMiuM silicone 1 unit ref.3162098+4m

0-4m physioloGical preMiuM silicone 1 unit ref.3162097

27. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips



Gold-plated one by one to 
create the perfect accessory. 
Combine it with the 
premium line soothers. Gold 
steals the show!

0%
BISPHENOL A

preMiuM soother chain With clip ref.3162103+0m

0%
BISPHENOL A

Physiological

high-tech
materials

SILICONE

physioloGical preMiuM silicone 1 unit ref.3162100+12m

29. feedinG bottles + soothers + clips
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internal circulation 
channel that helps 
expel the excess saliva, 
thus avoiding irritation 
on the perioral area. 

evolution silicone 1 unit ref.3300509

evolution silicone 1 unit ref.3300798

evolution silicone 1 unit ref.3170358

0-6m
+6m
+12m

0%
BISPHENOL A

textured

Anatomical

Inspired by the experiences of thousands 
of new mums and based on grandmothers’ 
advice, we are going back to our roots and 
regaining the purity of natural glass with a 

collection that speaks for itself.

MEAninGfuL
LifE

button soother clip With ribbon ref.3171169+0m
0%
BISPHENOL A

textile
ribbon

its warm imitation 
wood design makes it 
the coolest accessory. 
Can be combined with 
Evolution soothers.

Wide neck Glass bottle 110ml With 3 position silicone teat ref.3800682
Wide neck Glass bottle 210ml With 3 position silicone teat ref.3800683+0m

glass

0%
BISPHENOL A

Round
Anti-colic
valve

www.suavinex.com

SILICONE

SILICONE
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store in the fridge. 
the rattle’s sounds 
and noises will 
awaken your baby’s 
curiosity. 

press the flower 
to hear a 

pleasant melody.

1. 2. 3.

store in the fridge 
and cool the distilled 
water it contains to 
soothe inflamed gums 
and strengthen new 
baby teeth thanks to 
the different surfaces 
and materials. 

Extra light weight, 
with little rubber 
bubbles to 
massage gums

step 1 step 2 step 3

Teething is an uncomfortable period for 
babies.  Our range of teethers soothes the 

inevitable pain that comes with teething, and 
will also distract them and bring a smile to 

their face.

teethers 
AnD rattles

-03-

“there’s no 
smile like a 
baby’s smile”

soothinG cold
Chilled teethers are designed to be stored 
previously in the fridge. Cold notably soothes the 
baby’s inflamed gums.

different Materials and textures
The combination of materials and textures 
contributes to strengthen new teeth and help 
them break through the gum.

they stiMulate the senses
The colours, sounds and forms stimulate the baby’s 
eyes and ears, as well as their fine motor skills.  

0% bisphenol a
Our products are BPA free.

Musical teethinG rinG ref.3154711+0m

Galaxy rattle ref.3164980+0m

0%
BISPHENOL A

suitable for 
little hands

0%
BISPHENOL A

suitable for 
little hands

0%
BISPHENOL A

suitable for 
little hands

1. rubber teethinG rinG ref.3162896+0m
2. chilled teethinG rinG ref.3162897+4m
3. educational teethinG rinG ref.3162898+6m

www.suavinex.com
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Our weaning line makes meal time or tea time a 
pleasant and fun-packed experience. A series of 

products that can also be used outdoors.

liGht and functional
These lightweight products have been designed for 
infants to use easily.

easy to handle for little hands
The shape and blunt ends make is safe for infants to 
self-feed.  

dishWasher safe 

bpa free
Our products are BPA free.

feedinG 
ACCEssOriEs

-04-
“learning to 
feed yourself 
is fun”

35. feedinG ACCEssOriEs
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anti-spill

holds 
2 meals

easy to open 
and close

1. 3.

hard-spout

flip-top lid
easy to 

assemble and 
disassemble

5 large capacity 
pieces. Includes an 
anti-slip place mat 
that stops the plate 
moving around.

Ergonomic spoon, spoon 
case and bib clip that 
turns any napkin into an 
improvised bib. 

Long and short spikes for 
bottles, teats, beakers and 
soothers, small supports 
for internal bottle caps 
and curved surface to stop 
water clogging.

unbreakable

enjoy the
outdoors!

improvised 
bib

Easy to hold in one hand, 
leaving the other hand 
free to feed your baby. 
perfect size for feeding 
baby on-the-go. 

Adapts to the infant’s 
needs during each 
stage of development. 
Ergonomic design, easy to 
handle for little hands.

Cup with handles 
and non-spill spout.

bentoo (coMbinable dishes) ref.3157841+4m

learninG cup ref. 3169526+4m

0%
BISPHENOL A

suitable for 
little hands

suitable for 
dishwasher 

suitable for 
microwave 

0%
BISPHENOL A toddler feedinG set boy ref.3158372

toddler feedinG set Girl ref.3158373+6m
suitable for 
dishwasher 

suitable for 
microwave 

0%
BISPHENOL A

set on the Go: spoon + spoon holder + bib clip ref.3157843 +4m
suitable for 
dishwasher 

0%
BISPHENOL A

stain-free

bottle rack ref.3164231+0m
suitable for 
dishwasher 

0%
BISPHENOL A

www.suavinex.com

SILICONE

suitable for 
little hands

anti-spill

suitable for 
dishwasher 

0%
BISPHENOL A

1. first (bottle With handles 150ml) With non-spill spout / silicone ref.3157989

3. third (bottle With sport spout 360ml) ref.3157992

+6m

+18m
2. second (bottle With handles 270ml) With non-spill spout / silicone ref.3157991+12m

2.

37. feedinG ACCEssOriEs



four independent, 
interchangeable 
compartments for you 
to organize powdered 
milk and cereals. 

soft, flexible tip and non-
slip texture. perfect for 
sensitive gums.

practical
screw-together

sections

soft and
flexible

tip

this ergonomic 
spoon is perfect 
for formula and 
baby food.

2 unit
pack

baby spoon ref.3384032+4m
suitable for 
dishwasher 

0%
BISPHENOL A

Long
handle

suitable for 
dishwasher 

0%
BISPHENOL A

Long
handle

silicone spoon ref.3162122+4m

suitable for 
dishwasher 

0%
BISPHENOL A

Milk poWder dispenser ref.3165592+4m
stackable 
parts 

Enjoy the 
outdoors

www.suavinex.com
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The Link feeding system evolves with your baby’s 
needs while he grows (bottle feeding, first purees, 

small pieces…). The perfect balance for your 
day-to-day life and the best food for your baby. 

coMplete
Everything you need to feed your baby during the 
different stages of development.

Multi-functional
Steams, processes, vacuum packs, sterilizes, warms and 
defrosts all types of foods.

0% bisphenol a
Our products are BPA free.

linktM 
fEEDinG 
sYstEM

-05-
“for attentive 
mums. 
For independent 
mums.”

41. linktM fEEDinG sYstEM

www.suavinex.com



steams, processes, vacuum 
packs, sterilizes, warms and 
defrosts all type of foods.

Warms a bottle in 
3 minutes or a jar 
in 7 minutes.

Warms a bottle in 
3 minutes or a jar 
in 7 minutes.

6 functions 
in 1

vacuum 
sealing!

food processor ref.3800519 
(1 vacuuM container included)+0m

car & hoMe electric bottle WarMer ref.3168030
(baby bottle not included)+0m

electric steriliser ref.3168031+0m

includes 
hygienic 

clip

stackable 
parts

portable 
size

Auto-off
feature

Car power
adapter

Capacity for
1 bottle or jar

0%
BISPHENOL A

Auto-off
feature

sterile for
5 hours

0%
BISPHENOL A

0%
BISPHENOL A steams Blends

sterilises
Vacum
storage Defrost Warms

Quickly cooks 2 to 3 
portions of rice, as well as 
pasta and vegetables.

Keeps food in perfect 
condition for longer.

accessory for 
the LinktM food 

processor

portable
size

rice cooker ref.3800520+0m

vacuuM containers pack of 2 ref.3800521+0m

0%
BISPHENOL A

suitable for
dishwasher

0%
BISPHENOL A

suitable for
dishwasher

Freezer
proof

suitable for
microwave

Anti-drip
system

www.suavinex.com

accessory for 
the LinktM food 

processor
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sterilises 5 bottles and 
their accessories using 
intense steam in 
4 minutes.

the flexible bristles clean 
every inch of the bottle 
easily.

Dissolve in water to 
obtain a maximum 
efficiency sterilising 

solution. 

this 5-litre container 
sterilises all the objects 
used in one day in 
30 minutes anywhere.

bottle 
+ 

tablets 
+ 

complimentary 
hygienic 

clip

active for
 24 hours

includes 
hygienic clip

holder with 
drip tray

ready in 
4 minutes

teat brush 
inside the 

handle

1. 2.

During the first months of the baby’s life, you need to 
sterilise bottles, teats, soothers, toys... and just about 

everything the baby might suck to avoid tummy 
infections. Suavinex helps you protect your baby with 

two different sterilisation systems: hot and cold.

sterilisinG 
AnD cleaninG
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“helping the 
immune system”

efficiency
Scientific research confirms the grade A efficiency of 
our products when removing germs and bacteria.

easy to use
These products are very easy to use.

Quick
Keeps all accessories clean and in a perfect hygienic 
condition. 

0% bisphenol a
Our products are BPA free.

cold steriliser ref.3302950
sterilisinG tablets 36 units ref.3178665+0m

MicroWave steriliser 17cm high - 26cm width - 26cm deep ref.3370981+0m

1. baby bottle brush duo ref.3162900
2. baby bottle brush duo + holder ref.3162901+0m

0%
BISPHENOL A

0%
BISPHENOL A

0%
BISPHENOL A Ergonomic

For wide neck 
bottles

For non-metallic 
objects

Compact and light

www.suavinex.com
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Baths are everyday rituals that leave the baby 
clean and relaxed, but they are also special 

occasions that build up the relationship with 
their parents. Suavinex offers a range of products 
that help you turn that moment into a gratifying 

experience for all the family.

hyGiene
AnD 

GrooMinG

-07-

soft
Soft materials that wash the baby without hurting 
or irritating their delicate skin.

safe
Manufactured implementing the strictest quality 
standards.

“the pampering and 
bubble bath ritual”

47. hyGiene AnD GrooMinG
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www.suavinex.com

it measures the water 
temperature.

round edges and soft, 
flexible bristles that 
respect the baby’s scalp.

mercury 
free

very 
soft 

brushes

pink brush-coMb ref.3162383 
blue brush-coMb ref.3162384
White brush-coMb ref.3162385+0m

1. nasal aspirator ref.3304006 
2. anatoMical nasal aspirator ref.3163258 
3. anatoMical nasal aspirator replaceMents 10uds ref.31633920+0m

bubble therMoMeter ref.3303990+0m

0%
BISPHENOL A

0%
BISPHENOL A

0%
BISPHENOL A soft tip

Eliminate 
uncomfortable mucus 
build-up with the 
rubber bulb.

the mucus is sucked 
into the deposit, 

decongesting the 
baby’s nose1. 2. 3.

Keep on hand to clean the 
baby wherever and whenever. 

Enriched with aloe vera. 

perfect for 
carrying 
them in 
your bag

pH
balanced

baby Wipes 25 units ref.3150729
baby Wipes 72 units ref.3251827+0m

baby scissors ref.3304014+0m

With 
aloe vera

With 
chamomile

Always 
fresh

the round edges are 
ideal for cutting your 

baby’s nails.

1. sMall natural sponGe ref.3304055
2. MediuM natural sponGe ref.3302935
3. larGe natural sponGe ref.3302927+0m

Harvested from 
the ocean floor, 
these sponges are 
selected and prepared 
traditionally.

100% 
natural

Very soft From the bottom 
of the sea

1. 2. 3.
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the low alcohol content 
makes it ideal for after 
bathing or for refreshing 
the baby at any time of 
the day. touches of citrics, 
white flowers and musk.

the perfect scent for 
use before going out 
for a walk. A swirl of 
bergamot, mandarin 
and lemon for boys, 
and a floral, fruity 
fragrance for girls. 1. 2.

“a few drops 
of sweetness”

loW alcohol content 
Composition designed for delicate 
newborn skin.

no stains
The fragrance will not stain clothing.

perfect for babies and MuMs
Share the same fragrance.

Smell and the sense of smell are very important 
during the first months of your baby’s life. 

Babies start to develop their olfactory memory 
from the moment they are born, creating a 

pleasant link with the environment. Suavinex 
has designed these low-alcohol content colognes 

for loveable moments and special occasions.

fraGrances
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baby coloGne 100ml ref.3152340+0m

1. eau de parfuM le petit chic boy 100ml ref.3162435
2. eau de parfuM la petite chic Girl 100ml ref.3162436+0m

www.suavinex.com

unisex

for 
babies and 
mummies!

51. fraGrances

special 
ocassions

for 
babies and 
mummies!



“deluxe 
skincare”

Skincare is very important for expecting mums 
and newborns. Suavinex has designed the Body 

Luxuries line to care for baby’s delicate skin. 
Expecting mums can use the skincare line to 
keep skin soft and healthy during pregnancy 

and to prepare skin for post-partum.

cosMetics
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efficient and safe
No parabens, no petrolatum, no artificial colouring 
and no sodium lauryl sulphate.

innovative and different
High-end cosmetics at affordable prices.

53. cosMetics
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prevents and treats stretch 
marks adding elasticity 
thanks to a combination of 
rosehip oil, centella and ivy.

improves skin flexibility and 
elasticity when preparing 
for childbirth. the 
combination of essential 
fatty acids also helps 
regenerate tissue after 
giving birth.

pleasant 
fragrance

respects 
the pH of 

this intimate 
area

boosts collage formation 
and combats sagging skin. 
the formulation, rich in skin 
restructuring and firming 
ingredients, helps recover 
skin tone. 

adapted to 
the nursing 

period*

 *Avoid the nipple and areola area

perineal MassaGe oil 20ml ref.3162541 

anti-stretch Marks 400ml ref.3159888

body restructurinG creaM 400ml ref.3159890

pregnancy and 
post-partum

Moisturises and soothes sensitive 
nipples with its exclusive 
combination of lanolin and st 
John’s wort. no need to wash it 
off before breastfeeding.

100%
ultra-pure

lanolin

nipple care creaM 20ml ref.3311146

www.suavinex.com

pregnancy and 
post-partum

pregnancy and 
post-partum

pregnancy and 
post-partum
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nourishes the baby’s skin, 
protecting it from external 
aggressions and leaving it 
smooth and soft thanks to its 
combination of plant oils. its 
pH 5.5 helps form the skin’s 
acid mantle. 

fast-absorbing 
texture

pH 5.5

MassaGe body lotion 400ml ref.3311151
MassaGe body lotion 750ml ref.3167105

baby

www.suavinex.com

provides effective protection 
against chaffing, while 
helping skin generate. 
titanium dioxide forms an 
effective absorbent barrier 
that protects the epidermis 
from external irritants. 

nappy creaM 75ml ref.3311147

baby

with next-
generation 
peptides

easy to 
apply on 
the skin

As well as gently cleansing the 
baby’s skin and hair, its foamy 
texture, colour and baby Cologne 
scent help stimulate the senses. it 
contains natural fatty acids derived 
from coconut oil, which help prevent 
dryness and irritation.

beeswax, rich in nutrients, and oil of 
evening primrose are ideal for even 
the driest skin as they protect against 
external damage. it also includes 
ceramide and cottonseed oil, which 
helps to restore the skin’s natural 
barrier function, keeping it moisturised 
for longer.

nourishinG cleansinG Gel 400ml ref.3174294

foaM cleansinG Gel and shaMpoo 400ml ref.3174291
foaM cleansinG Gel and shaMpoo 750ml ref.3174293

ultra-moisturising 
formula

pH 5.5

stimulates 
the baby’s 

senses

pH 5.5

baby

baby
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Gently cleans the baby’s skin and 
hair thanks to its special soap-
free formula and helps form the 
skin’s acid mantle. formulated 
with natural fatty acids from 
coconut oil that prevent dryness 
and irritation.

syndet 
(soap free) 

formula

pH 5.5

syndet shaMpoo-Gel 400ml ref.3311149
syndet shaMpoo-Gel 750ml ref.3167104

baby

nourishes the skin 
and protects the face 
from the sun, wind and 
cold. broad-spectrum 
protection against 
uVA/uVb rays.

My first face creaM 50ml ref.3159887

baby

ultra-creamy 
texture

with uV 
protection 
and spf 15



displays
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www.suavinex.com

sMall desktop display ref.800901
(306 x 455 x 210mm)

carton cubes 
(300 x 300 x 300mm) 

59. displays

MediuM display ref.800898 
(512 x 1940 x 495mm)

sMall display ref.800953
(512 x 1400 x 495mm)

biG display ref.800897
(945 x 1940 x 495mm)




